
AG2147 Sustainable Urbanism 
and Green Metropolitan City Re-
gions 7.5 credits
Sustainable Urbanism and Green Metropolitan City Regions

This is a translation of the Swedish, legally binding, course syllabus.

If the course is discontinued, students may request to be examined during the following two 
academic years

Establishment
Course syllabus for AG2147 valid from Spring 2009

Grading scale
A, B, C, D, E, FX, F

Education cycle
Second cycle

Main field of study
Built Environment

Specific prerequisites
AG2143 Sustainable Urban & Rural Development
AG2501 Human Settlements & Housing
AG2141 Urban Infrastructure
or other relevant background (permission of instructor) 
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Language of instruction
The language of instruction is specified in the course offering information in the course 
catalogue.

Intended learning outcomes
After completing the course requirements students should be able to:·          

 ·∙ Demonstrate a general understanding of the complexities and crucial issues of urban 
development, green urbanism, city planning and management within the micro, meso and 
macro regions.        

 ·∙ Describe and tackle the negative aspects of climate change through rampant urban 
development, sprawl, energy waste, pollution, uncontrolled urbani•ation and migration 
and lack of sustainable planning & design.        

 ·∙ Critically analy•e the synergy of transportation, economics, ecology, physical form and 
social aspects.  Apply the theories of the regional city and sustainable urbanism to various 
regions, cities, neighborhoods and communities via new urban design proposals, master 
and spatial plans, infrastructure plans, new regional and planning tools, as well as through 
a plethora of different strategies and policy decisions. Gain a full understanding and 
handszon knowledge of an operational regional and urban model, The T  ranesc z a 
sustainable urbanism tool used for planning, design and classification of the elements of 
the human environment from rural to urban scales. 

Course contents
The focus of the course is on the synergy of transportation, economics, ecology, sociozcultural 
aspects and physicalzurban form that are crucial for creating livable citieszcommunities of 
place that will together with their hinterlands produce sustainable metropolitanzregional 
cities. This can be achieved only through prism of a -new sustainable (green) thinking and 
holistic regional design‘ where comprehensive physical planning and sustainable urbanism 
are crucial. Specific emphasis is given on regionalism, social and cultural aspects, physical 
proximity and neighborhood cohesion, connection with the hinterlands and green approachz
es as well as positive aspects of network society. Course also looks into the issues of affordable 
housing, public transportation, land use and •oning, economics, social and environmental 
’ustice and environmentally friendly neighborhoods and buildings. The students will examz
ine how the principles of regional city and sustainable urbanism can be applied to a very 
concrete urban planning task in the greater region (area) of Stockholm. The pro’ect task 
will concern physical, social, ecological and economic development strategies for sustainable 
micro and macro regional structures. jore specifically it will deal with issues such as: 
increasing sustainability through housing density, planning for public places and urban 
spacesM integration of transportation, land use and technologyM built up of transportation and 
green corridors with integrated public transportM biophilia, smart growth and new urbanism.

Course literature
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trCchl  oep ,P ra. dFclap uP (2001), The WeRglarC tgci. Island press: ;ashington 
DC.M 
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Routledge: YondonM 
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(Student compendium of all the important readings will be available at course start).

Examination
 ·∙ YIT1 z Seminars and ;orkshops, 1.5 credits, grading scale: A, B, C, D, E, FX, F 
 ·∙ TEJ1 z Examination, 2.5 credits, grading scale: A, B, C, D, E, FX, F 
 ·∙ LÖJ1 z Vro’ect Group ;ork, 3.5 credits, grading scale: A, B, C, D, E, FX, F 
Based on recommendation from PTH‘s coordinator for disabilities, the examiner will decide 
how to adapt an examination for students with documented disability. 

The examiner may apply another examination format when rezexamining individual stuz
dents.

Other requirements for final grade
A 75 percent attendance of lectures, workshops and seminars is required. There are two 
compulsory seminars and workshops (YIT1M 1,5c) and the compulsory pro’ect group work 
(LÖJ1M 3,5c) and exam (TEJ1M 2,5) 

Ethical approach
 ·∙ All members of a group are responsible for the groupKs work.
 ·∙ In any assessment, every student shall honestly disclose any help received and sources 

used.
 ·∙ In an oral assessment, every student shall be able to present and answer questions about 

the entire assignment and solution.
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